
The Spectnlna of Nova :aAquil~. By J. Evershed, F.R.S. 
(Plate x3.) 

0 1 1  June ro a telegram was received at the Observatory, 
lCodaikhna1, from Mr. C. L. Dundas, I.C.S,, of Jhelum, N. India, 
informing me of his discovery of a nova near Aquila. The star 
was first seen by him at 3h 3om a.m. Indian Standard Time on the 
mor~iirig of June 9, or ro p.m. G.N.T. on June 8;  and he esti- 
mated the magnitude as equal to Altair. Mr. Dundas later gave 
me interesting details of his observations of the spectrum, which 
he ooserved on the night of June 10-1 I, when the star was esti- 
mated as magnitude 0.4. On this date, in addition to the bright 
hydrogen lines, he noted absorption lines in series, sharp towards 
the violet. Two n i g h  later the hydrogen lines had developed 
enormously, and there was "little yellow in the spectrum and not 
much intervening between the green and the crimson." 

The tele,pam from Mr. Dundas was the first intimation I 
received of the nova, which was, however, discovered indepen- 
dently about six hours sarlier by Mr. G. N. Bower at Madran He 
observed i t  between 9 and 10 p.m. on June 8, or between 3.30 and 
4.30 p.m. G.3I.T. June 8. This, so far as I know, is the earliest 
observation of the nova, and. Mr. Bower also qstimated its magni- 
tude s t  that time as equal to Altair. 

Instmments Employed. 

At KodaikAnal, photographic work on the spectrum waa 
attempted immediately, as it was considered of importance to 
secure records of the earlier stages ; the star was extremely well 
placed for observation, passing within 10 degrees of the zenith at 
cultnination. The first photograph was secured on June 10-IX 
about midnight, or June 10, 6h 3om G.M.T. The 15-inch 
Hyderabad lens was used in conjunction with the 18-iach sidero- 
stat, and the pr im spectro,pph built Iast year for work on Venus. 
The spectrum is a very imperfect one owing to $he steep colou~ 
curve of the I j-inch lens in the violet, but it ie  of interest in show- 
in5 no defined bright lines or bands but onIy a continuous spectrum 
with faint groups of absorption lines. The night of June r I  was 
wwted in a futile attempt to get a second-order gating spectrum 
with ircrn rtrc comparison,.the grating spectrograph being already 
in adjustment for photographing Venus spectra. By the use of s 
shortor camera than is used for Venus and an exposure of f ~ r  hours, 
r feeble iulage was obtained showing an ill-defined band coirekpond- 
inir to 119 emission, 
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On .June I 2 the prism spec trogriph was rearranged and trans 
formed into a prismatic camera of 6-inell aperture and ; foot 6 inch 
focal length. A 6-inch photo-visual lens by Cooke was arranged 
as camera lens, and the f d l  aperture used of the two excellent 
4s0 prisms acquired from the dismantled Poona Observatory. The 
prism box, mith sand-bag packing to secure unit'orm temperature, 
was ready for immediate use; but the camera had to be impre 
vised, and the adjustments for focus and indination of plate, 
always troublesome in a slitless instrument, could not be perfected 
in time for the 6rst photo,~phs esposed on the night of June 
I 2-1 3. In these the focus 1s perfect only in Mle less refrangible 
region between D and E, but there is much interesting detail visible 
also in the violet 1:e~on as far as 116. " 

By the night of June I 3-14 tLe camera, had been correctly 
ad,jl?sted and the guiding arrangements also perfected, so that from 
this date a very kteresting series of spectra was secured ; these are 
over 4 inches in length ( I  oq mm.) between Hj3 and Hc, and at the 
red end they include Ha photopphed on a ~epamk strip of red 
sensitive plate placed a t  the end of the slide. On m&t of the 
plates a comparison spectrum of Arcturus is impressed, from which 
the wavelengths of the nova Lines can be determined, On dune 20 a 
small prismatic amera  of z-inch aperture auld z feet 6 inches focus, 
with two 60" prisms p_f ultra-violet glass, was arranged in the beam of 
light from the I %inch siderostat. The photographs obtained mith 
this camera are on a scale less than one quarter those of the larger 
instrument, but they show the ultra-vioIet reg6on as far as Ko. 

As both prism~tic cameras were worked simultaneously, the c m -  
parison spectrum of Arctnrus appears on the smd-sale spectra 
exactly as in those taken with the 6-inch camera. 

The guiding arrangements and the me&& of photographing a 
comparison spectrum are, L think, new, and as they have proved 
very eflective, a ;hart desception may not 'be out of place. The 
prismatic cameras were fixed in a horizontal position with the 
prism edges vertical ; it was necessary therefore to give the star a 
vertical movement in order to broaden the spectrum. This was 
effected in the following way : the prism box .containing the two 
6-inch qjo prisms is mounted on a movabIe carriage running on 
iron rails passing directly in front of the 12-inch image-farming 
lens of the speetroheliograph. When the prismatic camera is to 
be used the prism box is run into position directly i n  front of this 
lena, and clamped centrally with respect to the beam of light from 
the IS-inch siderostst. In_ this position it obstructs most of the 
light falling on the lens, but two small se,gmeents receive light 
passing abwe and below the prisms; these together have 8n area 
of ~2 square inches, which is quite sufficient to form a bright and 
weIIdefin6d image of a star on the slit plate of the apectrohefio- 
graph, 21 feet distant. A mirror was therefore arranged to reflect 
this imago into an eye-piece having a k e l y  d e d  glass in 
its focal plan, By the aid of a plumb line and a pair of lenses 
the rhsesu was wily adjnsbd with its rulings truly vertical and 
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horizontal. The guiding then consisted 1n bringing the star to the 
central vertical line near the top of the field of riew and allowing 
it to drift slowly clownward through an interral defined by the 
horizontal lines, and repeating this operation as many times as 
needed to secure a fully exposed spectrum photograph. To get a 
z~n<fbrt~h downward drift the siderostat axis was put out of adjust- 
ment in azim~rth by a definite amount; then in guiding the 
tleclination slow motion was not touched during the exposure and 
attention mas concentrated on holding the star on the line by 
meaus of the F.A. slow-motion motors only, the driving clock 
being also regulated so that the least amount-of deviation should 
occur. 

For the comparison spectrum, it was merely necessary to bring 
the star whose spectrum i t  was desired to place beside the nova 
spectrum to the same central line of the rkeau, but in a different 
part of the field. The exposure was made either before or after 
the exposure on the nova ; but if great accuracy were required, 
the exposure might have been made both before and after that on 
the nova, to eliminate the effects of temperature change in the 
prisms. 

The focal length of the 12-inch lens being nearly three times 
that of the large prismatic camera, and over eight times that of 
the smaller instrument, errors of guiding are reduced proportion- 
ately ; so that not only is it possible to secure well-defined spectral 
images, but also a w r y  accurate alignment of the comparison 
spectruul, provided no temperature change has occurred in  the 
prisms b e t ~ e e n  the successme exposures. 

Tlie three spectra reproduced i n  Plste 13 ~ 5 0 w  the character of 
the spectra obtained mith this apparatus. Pig. I is the mixed 
spectrum of dark lines and bright bands obtained on June 13, 
697" G.3I.T. Fig. z is the spectnim of Jllne I g, qh 04" G.M.T., 
and sho~vs the sharp boundaries of the hydrogen bands, particularly 
EfjJ. Fig. 3 is the ftrst of the series obtained with the 2-inch 
prismatic camera. The times on the plate are in 1.S.T. 

Cnfortunately for the Kodaikzinal results, the seeing was ex- 
iessively bad throughout the month of June, and this of course 
set a limit to the definition of the spectrum lines. It was as bad 
near the zenith as elsewhere, 2nd on many nights the image of 
Arcturus mould constantly expand to a trembling disc 15'' in 
dianieter : and sudden displacements of many seconds of arc, 
impos:ible to avoid by anticipation, were even more exasperating. 
This was not due to irregular driving of the clock, but  to refraction 
changes due to the chaotic state of the air above the mountain- 
o11a of the serious drawbacks of a mountain top in a tropical 
climate which is much disturbgd bbv monsoon winds. 

The photographs reveal these irregularities in small distortions 
of the lines iu the drcturus spectra. In  the nova spectra, which 
are bailt up  by several successive traverses af the star, the lines 
are midwed axid tiiffied by the bad definition. 

in the wvork- of arranging the apparatus far the nova and 
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making the exposures I ]:ad the rery able assistance of the late 
Mr. K. J. Pocock, birectirr of the S i~amiah  Observatory, w l ~ o  mas 
visitkg the Kodaikanal Observatory at the time. The riseau in 
the guiding aye-piece mas his suggestion; and it mas due to his 
very resourceful help that we were able to get all the arrange- 
ments perfected by the evening of June 13, 

Owing to the failure of the monsoon in Southern India, the 
weather was exceptionally clear; that is, in the 34 nights from 
June 8 to July r I incIusiv2, about rz  mere clear and 6 more or 
less hazy. Excluding the first two unsuccessful attempts on June 
IG and I I,  good photographs were secured on I 2 nights, and par- 
ticulars of these are given in the following list :- 

Date. ,,i~:~~6$e:fe. Duration. Ytsr. XemsrL. 

1918. h m m 
June 12 ( I )  4 42 60 Nova. 

Clear sky, detinitim* ?-* 

5 30 rg htnrns .  

Nova. 
Venus., 
Nova again. 

Nova. 
Ilrctnrus. 

Arcturn. 
Nova. 
Arcturns, 
Nova 

Arctnrus. 

Nova 

Much inZerrnption from 
hazy cloud, definition 
atrocious. 

Definitionvery bad, im-ge 
of h r c h n s  = Venus 
in size although in 
zenith. 

Nova arpostrre inter- 
rupted by much hirzv 
cloud. 

23 5 33 33 Anturns. Clear throughout 
7 08 135 Nova. 

July 2 4 24 23 Archrus- Cloudy, r prismtonly 
542 116 Nova. used from this dnte. 

3 5 06 29 arcam Sky not clear; exposme 
interrupted by hazy 

5 56 57 Nova. cloud, definition fait, 

4 so 3 45 Nova only. ECIzy cloud. 

6 5 " 38 &-~turUsb Clear throughout, d e w  
f 2 r  ~ 4 8  Nova tion fair. 

, or 84 nova. 
Clear  througho out. 

5 02 rg A~tnms. 



On June I 8 the small prismatic camera was operating, and 
from this date a double set of photographs was obtained. All the 
large-scale plates photographed in July were obtained with a single 
45- prism instead of the two used i n  June, when the star was bright 
enough to admit of the higher dispersion. 

The varying magnitudes of the Nova were estimated by 
Mfi. Rvershed as follows:- 

Date. O.M.T. Magnitude. Remarks. 
rg18. 11 n~ 

June ro 6 00 0-4 Sky hazy. 
10 10 30 0-2 Clear. 

I I 4 25 0.6 9 )  

16 11 30 2.1 Sky hazy. 

18 330 2.0 Clear. 
20 6 0 0  2.1 r +  

23 6 30 3.0 7 9 

July 2 6 :30 3-4 Fair. 

q 830 2.8 Hazy. 
6 6 10 3.2 Clear. 

9 10 45 3'6 S t ~ r  low in west. 
12 1 1 0 2  4'4 1 ,  I1 

1.5 4 00 4'3 Clear. 
L 5 10 50 4.0 Doubtfrl' owing to low altitude. 

Of the spectra obtained six were selected for measurement, viz. 
those photographed on June  12, 13, r9, to, July 6 and 11.  The 
rrwltr are collected in Tables I., 11, and 111. a t  the end of this 
pnper. F ~ c h  table gives the wave-lengths and intensities for two 
ct~nsecutive dates ; in Tables I. an? 11. the intensities are for the 
al)sorption lines only, and Table. f IT. for the emission bands only, 
ahsorption lines being practically absent in the July plates. 

I n  Table I. the wave-lengths are derived from the position of the 
nydrogeu lines p, y, and 8 in Altair, assuming t t e  wave-lengths to 

The stars used for comparison and their assumed magnitudes 
w cre : 

Stnr. Maguitnde. 

Vega 0.1 

AItair 0'9 

0 Scorpii 2.0 

r Sagittsrii 2'1 

7 C ~ g n i  2'3 
y Aquilae 2 -8 

Star. Magnitude. 

Aquilz 3 '0 
Serpentis 3 '4 

A Aquilre 3 '6 
fl Aqnile 3 '9 
tJ Serpen tis 4'5 

m Aqnile 5'1 
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be 4860.7, 4333.9, and 4101-3 respectively, corresponding to a 
motion of the star of -qg% km./sec. towads the Earth. This 
velocity is the sum of the radial velocitj- - 33 km.lsec., and the 
compcnent of the Earth's orbi t~l  motion - 16.6 km.jsec. 

I n  Table 11. the wave-lengths are derived from the numerous 
known lines in the spectrum of drcturus. The wave-lengths of these 
are taken from Mowland's bible of solar lines, increased by nn 
amount correspon2ing with a radial velocity of + I 7-4 km./sec., 
Arcturus radial velocity being - 5's kn./sec., and the component 
of the Earth's velocity on June 20-21 + 23-2 km./sec. 

In  Table 111. the wave-lengths are also derived from the spectrum 
of Arcturus, but the component of the Earth's velocity being peater 
in July, a correction to the Arcturus lines corresponding. with + z I 

km./sec. has been applied. 
The we-lengths in all the tables are subject to a correction for 

the component of the Earth's orhital velocity in the direction of 
the star of - 9.8 Em. fsec. on June r 3-14, - 6.8 km./sec. on 
June 20-2 I, and + 2 km./sec. on July 6-1 1. 

The wave-lengths in all cases hare been determined by graphical 
methods, using the numerous known lines in the spectr~m of 
Arcturus to form a dispersion curve. I n  this work Mr. Bitarama 
Ayyar has given me valuable assistance. In order to identify with 
certainty the star liws or groups of lines with solar lines, especially 
in the difficult region Letreen 4415 and 4860, a good solar spectrum 
taken with a narrow slit and having nearly the same dispersion as  
the star spectrum mas found to be indispensable. 

In the first and- third coIumns in the tables an emission band 
is distinguished from absorption lines by n vertical iine connecting 
two or more wave-lengths, these marking the approximate limits of 
the band, or the limits of the region of greatest intensity. These 
limits are in many cases very ill-defined, especially in the region 
between HB and. Hy. The limits of the hydrogen emission-ban& 
are ill d~fined on June 1 3  and 14, but remarkably well defined on 
all later dates when photographs were obgned, that is, from 
June 16 to .July I r. 

The Absorption Spectrum of Hydroyen. 

The two plates of June 12 show a double series of hydrogen 
absorption lines, separated by I o to r 2 angstroms, and displaced 
towards violet by amounts equiyalent to velocities in the line of 
sight of nearly 1600 km./sec. and zzoo km.lsec. 

On the I 3th the double series is again seen, and the more 
refrangible set of lines have widened on the side towards iioleti, 
H,3 being very definitely bounded and 19 A. in width. On account 
of this widening, the centres of the lines are still further displaced 
to the violet. , In  the next plate, taken on June 16, the more 
refraniible absorption lines have disappeared, and of the tese 
refrangible series Ha and HP are absent, Ry is faint, and if8 
strong. On the 20th the lines have become indistinctly double, 
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and on tile zgrd the lines y and 6 have narrowed, owing to the 
disappearance of the more refrangible component. This is the last 
plate taken in Juye, and in July even H6 had almost disappeared. 
On .July 6 a small-scale plate shows H6 faintly, and almost in  the 
same position with reference to the Arcturus lines as on the asrd, 
but its precise wave-length cannot be determined, as the sluall 
prismatic camera was not specially protected against temperature 
cl~ange, as was the larger instrument. 

The most reliable values of wave-length and velocity have been 
obcained from the Hi3 line, owing to its strength and the higher 
dispersioxl compared with HP and y. The wave-lengths and 
deduced velocities for H6 on the different dates in  June are 
given below. 

A. Enl./sec. 
Date. - - 

a. b. a. b. 

1918 June rz 4080'2 407 I '9 1586 2193 

I3 4079'6 4068 1630 2478 
I 6 4078.8 1689 
18 4078.1 1740 

19 4077'9 I754 
4076'9 1828 

20 (4078.3 1725 

23 4078.1 1740 

The velocities here s h o r n  are subject to a correction for the 
component of the Earths orbital velocity, which is - ro km./sec. 
on Jutie 12 and decreases to - 5.6 km.!sec. on June 23. Measures 
of t,he lines /3 and y in these plates show that the displacements 
are approximately proportional. to  wave-length, but this relation 
is best seen in the plate of June I 9, in which Hc can be measured. 
For this plate 1 get the folIoming values :- 

HY - H6. He. 

Nornl~l\v~ve-lellgrhs . . . . 4340.6 4101.9 3970.2 
Ol~served wm-lengths . . . . 4315.4 4077.9 3947.0 
Displacements . . . . . . 25.2 24.0 23'2 

DicpIacement equiralent to 1753 km./sec. . 25-37 23.98 23-21 

The greilrest discordance here shown is in the Hy clisylacement, 
but this line is the least satisfactory to measure. I have no hesita- 
tion i11 uscribing these large disklacements to motion in the line 
of sight. as no other esplanation seems to me in any degree 
satisfactory. and the movements are not more than two or three 
tiltles ~;'rt.~tt~r than tliose observed in solar eruptions. 

Cowider.il!e accuracy has been obtained in the measuremerits 
of rhe 6 line, nncl the velocity determinations are relatively correct 
to rrtcoiit 5 km./arc. for all the plates after June 13. There may, 
i~owamr, lw ;L  mall systenlatic error afi'ecting all the valt~es due 
to rrrsra ill estiluating the mean wave-Iengthe of groups of lizles 
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xhich appear in the spectrum of Brcturus as single lines. The 
measures of June 12 and r j  are leas accurate, since they are 
de,pendent on measures of the broad and ill-defined hydrogen Iines 
in th2 .4ltair spe,ctrum. 

The resuli% shoiv that there is a steady increase of velocity 
from June 1 2  to dune ao, when the lines becane clortble. It 
amounts to 4+ Bm./'sec. between .June 12 ancl rg, and averages 
21 km./sec. daily from June I 3 to 19. There is a further increuse 
of 2 2  km./sec. on Jnne zo if the me..n relocity on this date is 
taken. On J r ~ n e  23 the more refrangible component of the double 
line has disappeared, and the less refrangible eompo~lent indicates 
the same velocity as on June 18. Judgiug by the small-scnle 
plates taken in July, it is probable that very little change took 
place in t h e  me- leng th  of Hi? after ,Tune 23. 

;Ln accaleration of velocity is also recorded under b in tfie 
table above amounting to  285 iim.[sec. between June rz and 13. 
This refers to the second set of absorption lines which disappeared 
between June 13 and June I 6. The rapiil fading of these lines, 
and the more gradual disappearance of the less refrangible series, 
suggests t b t  independent masses of relatively cool hydroge~ were 
being ejected from the star and dissipated in space : that is to say, 
enormous ~rominences were thrown out and moved with accelerat- 
ing speed &under theinfluence of a repulsive force. Observations 
a t  Kodaikhal have sho rn  that the larger eruptive prominences 
on the snn move outward with accelersting velocity a d  become 
dissipated in space. The largeot velocity I have measured in a 
mass of hydrogen leaving the slln is 457 km./sec. at  3 h ~ i g h t  of 
6' above tb? chromosphere, and the largest ve1oci:y deduced from 
displaced lines at comparatively low altitudes was 360 km./sec. 
If the hyclrogen in a prominence were clense enough to remain 
visible by absorption at  a height of a millio~l miles abave the s ~ a ,  
velocities of tile order of 1000 km.fsee. would certainly be 
recordei, owing to the acceleration. Fenyi has, in fact, observed 
velocities in the line of sight as great as Sgo km./sec.* 

If the motion of a solar prominence is due to light-pressure, 
much higher velocities are to be expected in the case of a nova, 
where the emission of light is so prodigiously great in the initial 
stages. The great reduction of light after the Erst meek or so 
may account for the tendency of the velocity to become constant 
after June 23. 

In  the series of small-scale spectra the absorption lines of 
hydrogen can be traced as far as Ho on June 20, hut they are 
extremely faint and narrow on dnlg 6 .  On this date, heginning 
at Ha, they can still be traced to HA. An interesting feskure in  
the ultra-violet is the absence of any strong emission bands 
adjoining the absorption lines. HP shows more or less emission, 
but from this line onwards towards the smaller wave-lengths t.be 
dark lines stand on a nearly uniform background. The continuous 
spectrum appears to extend far beyond the theoretical limit of 



the series of displaced lines, which would be at 3425. Thb 
hydrogen emission is evidently relatively weak in the ultra-violet, 
while the absorption is weak at the red end of the spectruni. 
I n  this the absorption differs from that of the solar chromospherrt 
and prominences, in which Ha is always the strongest line, the 
absorption decreasing towArds the violet, and usually endina 
at HE. 

The Emission Spectrum of Hydrogen. 

The hydrogen bands in the nova are remarkable for theit 
width and sharply defined limits, and for the unchanging wave- 
length of these limits from June 16 to July 6. The definitioh 
of the Hp band after June 13 is such that-its. edges may be 
measured with an error not exceeding %A. I give in Table IV, 
the results of my measures of the three.bands+/i!, y, 8 on t& 
different dates, with the mean positions pf their.centre; these 
rernained practically constant throughout, and indicati a radial 
velocity of - 83 km./sec. with reference to the h r t h ,  or - 78 
km./sec. with reference to the Sun, if the displacememL, may be 
interpreted as motion. The last plate of the series, taken 0x1 

July I r ,  shows a slight change in the position of thsviolet edges 
bf tile bands, which extend about 1% A. further towaids,violet, 
the e~lges towards red remaining the same. The. centres dh- thi& 
date are therefore shifted about 0.7 A. towards violet compared 
with the earlier plates. 

It will be noted that the widths of the bands are very nearly 
proportional to wave-length, excepting that HP is about 2 A. wid& 
thari tIkis relation weuld indic- but this  is easily explained by 
the great density of the j? image. The increased width of the le& 
refrun~ible~bands a- -- mqkes i t  quite certain that pressure is ndcon- 
cerned in the widening, for according to Rossi* the broaaening 
by pressure of the hydrogen lines varies as the inverse third pt 
fourth power of thb wave-length, H6 widening twice as much as 
HP, whereas in the nova H6 is four-fifths of the width of HB. 
It seems probablie that the widening must be due to motion, but 
if so, iimiting velocities of about 1580 km./sec. in either direction 
are required. It may be mentioned in this wnnection tlmt the 
H a  line in the solar spectrum is about I A. in width, an& is even 
more deiinitely bounded than the a band in the nova. Th's 
width is probably a temperat-ure effect, due to'~molecu1ar move- 
ments with limiting velocities of about 22 km./sec. 

The internal structure of the hydrogen balds does not vary 
greatly in my series of spectra. On June I 2 and 13 very lihhle 
of this structure is visible, the intensity increasing towarde the 
centrea of Ha and H/3 with fair regularity; H-)! is also strongat 
in the centre, but the band is broken up by absorption lines 
superposed upon it. - On the dates .subsequent to ;June 13 these 
ahsorption lines have vanisbed, and the negative8 show three 

~I .~lruph~akal  Jolcrnd, 34, 302. 



regions- of-, gyeatest ..dsnsity_ in .nach band. The- approximate posi- 
tions of these maxima are as follows .-- 

HB 4857 4864 4882 
HY 4337 4342 4356 
Ha 4098 410.5 41 IS 

On June 23 the structure is slightly modified by the presence on 
each emission band of a very obscure absorption line at 4854,4334, 
and 4096, and in -addition there is a rather marked reduction of 
density between the two less refrangible ru+xiwa in each band. 
The July plaks--sl.roi very-Teeble indications of the same three 
regions of greater density, b& only in the ultra-violet, whera the 
bands are not .ovei-esposed. Thus, throughout-the-series of plates 
no s t r f k i ~ z c h a a ~ ~ ~ i i v e  been recorded in the emission bands. 

T J Z ~  Oalciurn Lines H and K. 
Theabsorption line I<, displaced nearly 23 A: to violet, is clearlp 

shown in ths small-scale spectra of June 18, 19, 2 0  ; it is slightly 
weaker than HE or Ht, and on the ~ 3 r d  becomes weaker still. On 
,JAy 6 i t  is very faint and ill-defined. on the red edge of the 
emission band of Ht;. On June 18 there are traces also of an 
emission band, but this is not seen on the later plates. The 
calcium H-line-in these spectra is not, separated from HE. 

In the large-scale spectra which include the region, a very 
narrow and faint absorption line is found. superposed on tl le He 
emission band, and nearly sobcidant;with-. & i R - A r c t u ~ s .  This 
is seen on C%e piates of Juna,.r4;19,.zo; and -23, and on the p l a i  
of the rgth, which iktends further in tho direction of the ultra- 
violet : a siudZir7frne-line is:-found: alrhof&AS&ident.-xf% & 
Arcturus. Thga -are- -faint t r ~ e e  - aEo shewn ijh some- o f  't& 
plates of an undisplaced calcium-Iine a t  4227.. 

Measures of the line H give the following wave-lengths em>- 
rected for the-displacement of the Arcturus lin-= -- 

June 16 3968'4 
19 3968'3 
20 3968'5 
23 39682 - 

Meen 3968'35 

The measures are somewhat uncertain, owing to the weakness 
of the reference lines in Arcturus in this region, and the mean 
wavelength may be subject to an error as large as +_o-I A. 
The interest of the result lies in the very small displacement shown, 
which amounts to - 0.2 8 A. compared with Rowland's values-02~ HZ 
This implies a velocity towards Earth of z I km./see., or, deducting 
the Earth's orbital motion of - 7 km./sec. at the mean date; there 
remains a residual radial velocity mith reference to the Sun of - 14 
h / sec .*  .If the sun is . c m o ~ n g  in the direction of R.A. 18: 

, * I have probably under .estimated t b  displacement, as, according to 
M: Plaskett's measures, the radial. velocity is about - rg km/sec. 
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Dec. + 30" at - 2 0  km./sec., the component in the direction of 
the nova is - I 7 km.!sec. It follows therefore that the calcium 
vapour has a very small or zero component of motion in th.e line 
of sight mith respect to the nearer stars. It probably has no 
connection mith the nova, and may occupy any portijn of space 
between the Earth and the star. 

Narrow absort)tion lines at  H and K have been observed in 
the spectra of other novze : measures by Campbell and Wright 
in Sova Persei gave values of velocity with respect to the sun 
between i - 4 - 2  and + 7.7 km./sec. They also measured fine ab- 
sorption lines a t  D, and these gave the value + 3.3 km./sec. ;* 
but the component of the sun's motion in the direction of Nova 
Persei is appproximstely + 4 km./sec. ; so here a&in the calcium 
appears to have been almost at rest in'the line of sight with respect 
to the sidereal system. I n  the case of Nova Geminorurn S o .  2, 
the tine lines R and K, the D lines, and-se%gral others . w ~ e  
measured by Adams and Kijhlschutter, w.ho found-a radial velocity 
of + xo km-.,lsec. mith reference to the sun.? - -Here the component 
of the solar lnotio~i is + g km./sec., a still closer approach to a zero 
velocity in the cslciuln and sodium cloud.$ 

!The Iron Lines. 
The principal enhanced lines of iron are certainly present in- 

the spectrum of June 12 and 1 3  ss a double series of dispbced 
absorption lines, and the less refrangible line of each pair 'is -. 
accompanied on the side towards red by a broad emission band, 
as in the hydrogen series. In the green region tmo of these 
euission bands and their a b s ~ r p t i o n ~ e s  were at first taken to be-- 
due to the helium lines 4922ELnd 5016, and the third band nearest 
the red end to the magnesium-tripletb. But the absorpti? tines 
_accoqmnying this: last band are single, not triple, and certainly 
represent' the pFe line 5 169. If a correction is tlpl)litiil. corre- 
sponding with velocities -of 2 I 50 km./sec. and r 5 50 km./sec. to 
the three pairs of absorption lines, they reduce to the wave-lengths 
of the three pFe lines, as is shown below. 

Obeened M. 
mu of June Correction. Corrected AX. pFe. 
1 2  and 13.) 

AatropIiysiccrl Jo~~nu;cl, 14, 280,'281, and L.0. Bz~llctin, No. 8- 
+ Bid., 36, 308. 
$ I find that Hartmann was led to the same conclusion -with reference to 

Oriorlis nnd Xovs Persei. and thore are .several binary stars in the Bfilky 
l!'\r? in which the position of the H and K lines is consistent with the 
wwpticrr of zero motion with reference to the sidereal system. 
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If it is assumed, therefore, that the absorbing iron has nearly the 

same velocity as -thehydmgen, - fhe -correcteb_w_ave-lengths agree, 
within the limits of accuracy of the measures, with the three 
enhtt~~ced lines of iron in this region. 

I n  the lllore refrangible region this interpretation is confirmed 
by the presence of displaced absorption lines aud wide emission 
I?ands ~vhich- correspond with the principal pFe lines. The emis- 
sion bands persist after the absorption lines have disappeared, but 
become extremely faint in the July plates. The- lines and bands 
identified with pY?e are shotn  in Tables I,, II., and 111. 

The more. refrangible -components of the t.f Ikes die out' 
after June I 3, as in the hydrngen series ; but the less refrangible 
components in the green region persist untilaune 19, and show a 
diminishing-~vive-length a r  increasing velocity, as indicated in +'-- 

table -follol.ving; 
5018. ILeau i'elocity 

A 4924. km./ser. 

$one IZ 4898.7 4992.2 I 563 
I 3 4899'0 4993 -0 1528 
16 4895'6 4989'5 1738 

18 4895'5 4939 '5 r74= 
19 4895'' 4989'2 r 7 k  

The progression is not regular, probabIy owing to the uncer- 
tainty of the measures of very weak lines ; but the mean velocity 
indicated increases about zoo km./sec. between June 1 2  and 
.June I g. - The hydrogen '8 line g i v ~  ~alues -mcreashg - Er0111: : r 586 
to-.I 750 km./sec. for The same d ~ ~ t & . ~ - -  The -iron vapour therefore 
shares in the ~ ~ c ~ l e r a c t i n g m ~ m e n f ; . & h e .  Iq&qgep. ,. 

Theenhame$li nes ogixoirt- 8 u  ncit-appear .@-.&T% *RE@ 
as a conspic~iot~% feature in the eXr&-stagss-of previous -nopse;-but, 
judging by the comparative tables published by I iockyer ,*the~~sese~ 
to be generally present as emission h e s  in the second or bright- 
line stage. 

Y'he Absorptio7a Band at 4055 - 4067. 

This band has undergone a very remarkable aeries of changes. 
I t  appears first on the plate. of June 16 as an ill-defined and rather 
weak absorption band between 4057 and 4067. It is more pro- 
nounced on June I&, when two maxima are shown m i t i n  it. 
On June rg, the double band is bodily shifted towards violet 
about 3 A. On June 2 0  it has returned to its original pos3ion ; 
on the ngrd, it has again shiftgd rather more towardspidet. On 
the next plate, taken on July z, the band has changd-A& 
absorption to emission and occupies about the same position as 
an June 2 3.  On July 3 i t  is again a very_ strang absarptio-d 
displaced to violet as before, and on the 4th i t  is much the same, 

* Sir N. Lockyer, 0.n Some of the Phmrmma of New Sinrs, Publications 
of the Salar -Physics Committee. ~ 9 4 .  
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the spectrum being completely cut in ,   two^ by the band owing to 
the entire absence of light xt2; this point. On thef6th i t  is less 
dark but still in the same position as on the qth, and on the I xth 
it has nearly vanished, showing very faintly as an emission band. 

When most, shifted towards violet the band occupied the 
position between $053 and 4064 and when most shifted towards 
red it was between 4058 and 4069. This-band does not appear 
to bee been a striking feature in the spectrum of Xova Persei. 

The Nebulav Lines. 

There is no distinct evidence of the pre-e of nebular e d a  
sion lines before July 2 when the band at 4g42-5046 becclniee 
stronger than the band 4895-4950. These two bands in the 
green represent the enhanced iron lines 492. and .SOIS, an? 
possibly the helium lines 4922 and 5016- contribute some of the 
a rn i s s io~~  They. are of about equal intensity during and 
the increase of intensity of the less refrangible -band in Jdy, I 
consider is due to the development of - the nebular- line 5007 
superposed on it. On July I I this band has become very strong, 
with a maximum of intensity near the violet end at 4979; On 
this date also a weak band has appeared at 4930-qg66,'thc 
greatest intensity lying between 4930 and 4946;. this probably 
represents the nebular line 4959, with faint helium (4922) and 
pFe (9924) emission mixe-h k- 

Another emission band which became very' intense on July I I 
f o m . . t n  exten~ion tdwards red of the-& emission brrsi31. This 
bz may possi blp represent the helium line 4388, *=a aebdtw 
line measured by Keeler a t  4365 ; it is very faint on the earlier 
plates, and on July 11 i t  is less intense than Hy. The -region 
of maximum intensity lies-between 4378 and 4389, but .the band 
evidentLyextenda towards violet until i t  becomes merged in the 
hydrogen band. A. .naw - +d also developed on : July I I at 
4683-4304, probably due to the chromosphere line.-q6 86;- and 
thew. are traces of what may be helium emission on the red side 
of this near 47 r 3. The band 4446-*76'.in Table 111. is probably 
in p r t  due to the helium line at 4471, and the 4026 helium 
line is alrr#, shown in Table 111. by a band from 4020 to 4029. It 
is evident that helium emission developed in July oonourrentlx 
with thb appearaoce of the nebular line 5007. 

The Dark-Line Spectn~m of JUW k 2-1 3. 

Xost of the wave-lengths recorded in Table. I. have not been 
determined with 61, .I ter ac~umy than the nearest angstrom unit, 
f l y  o n - l c m t  ol the iIl-deked c h a r ~ ~ t e r  of many of the lines, 

putly beau& of the difficulty of reduction, when the only 
mfiwence lines are the illdefined hydrogen lines in .Altairtair a d  
ktmua been photographed instead of Altair, much more accurate 
results could have been obtained. Doubtless a greater rela$ive 



accuracy in the positions of the lines could be  secured by further 
work on the plates, but this does not at present seem to be worth 
while in yie.w of the fact that a more perfect series of plates has 
been secured elsewhere, .covering the same intermediate stage 
between the dark-line and brighblilie spectra. In this mixed 
spectrum there-must always ba uncertainty in the case of broad 
lines as to- whether they represent groups af -absorption lines or are 
merely spaces-Fefween thg emission bands. I believe that the 
majority of the lines recorded in Table I. ace genuine, but their 
identification is verj.&f3cult, owing to the uncertainty as to the 
displaceme@:-Xiany - have been identified with pFe. on the 
assumption of a-double series of lines displaced the same* amounts - 
as argt.b~Ayd%ogen lines, this being clearly justified by the results 
af the more-accurate measums made of the pFe lines in the green, 
where tkGy are conspicuous. On the assumption of a single series, 

-displaced from 23 to 24 angstroms, towards violet, many other 
lines coincide with the stronger pTi lines given in bckyer's tables. 
The pMg line 4481.6, recorded as a conspicuous line by Pichering 
in Nova Persei, is probably the line at 4460 on June I 2 and 445 8 
on June--1-g 

The presende of many enhanced lines in  the intermehiate 
spectrum, and the strerigth of the ultra-violet continuous spectrum 
beyond the hydrogen .serjes, - ip. &e bright-line stage,- indicates 
r & t i i v e m  tem{er@up M y  speeka are also extremery-teak 
in' the-green in relation to A~cturus, hut the two plates of the 
in tar inadi~k stage appear?.t;~ be:=ahdut:-~p~%~-- in in~eEi9ity~ k : f h ~  
Mx& ~ ~ u m - ~ ~ u g h d ~  $hi range pliotoara~hed '-that k- 
from Ha t& Ha. 

Concluding ~ r k s .  
The most interesting result deduced from this series of spectra 

is the changing wave-lengths of tihe hydrogen lines and of the 
enhanced lines of iron, indicating increasing velocities of, the 
dissipating gases. The analogy with the solar eruptive prominences 
which move-with accelerating speed is striking ; but the differences 
should also be emphasised. In the solar eruptions the enhanced 
lines of iron are codned to the chromosphere region, and are 
never seen bigh above the Sun's limb ; also they never show the 
large displacements commonly displayed by the hydrogen and 
calcium lines ; the ikon vapbur does not share in the rapid mmg; 
m a t s  of the hydrogen and calcium. But in Nova A+l&Be 
pFe Gnes give almost the same motion  displacement^ as hydrogen 
and calcium, and the same acceleration. 

another difference is in the absorption effects. In the eun, 
only the denser low-lying prominences give any indivation of 
absorption when seen against the photospheric background, and 
this absorption is almost confined to the lines a and /3. The 
chromosphere itself gives absorption lines diminishing in intensity 
from Ha to He, the rest of the series not appearing a t  all in the 
solar spectrum. In Nova Aquila, Ha, c* and g appear as the+ 
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strongest absorption lines, the intensity d imin i shg  both in 
the lines towards red and those towards the ultra-violet. 

If me may designate the nova eruptions as "prominences," 
i t  is evidently necessary to modify our ideas derived from their 
solar analogues. In the first place, the nova prominences are 
not isolated streams of ejected gag as in the~sun, but vast masses 
m v i n g  outward in all directions from the central star. If the 
nova originally possessed a chromospheric envelope, this must 
have been thrown bodily outward, the moving. masses subsequently 
coming under the influence of the intense light pressure, causing 
an accelezation of the motion (see note below). 

The inference from the absorption phenomena is simply that 
the nova prominences must be both hotter and denser than the 
solar prominences. 

Notwithstanding the differences mentioned, it seems probable 
that the forces concerned in the eruption, accelerating movement, 
and find dissipation of a solar prominence are also operating in 
novz, and are largely concerned in the striking but- w r y  transient 
phenomena of the displaced absorption lines. 

The measures of the widths of the emission bands after the 
brighbline stage was reached indicates that the widening is also 8 

Doppler etfect. If this is granted, the posi$ons of the edges of Ry- 
and 6, which were not widened by over-exposure, indicate an 
approaching velogjty of. a b o m  66rrkm./sec. for the violet edgeg, 
and a receding velocity of 1500 km./sec. for the red edges of -the 
ban&, the centres being displaced to-violet by an amount coyrespond- 
ing to a radial velocity of about - 80 km./sec. The velocity with 
reference to the star itself would then be I 580 krn./se~;?-.J&axaa 
scarcely be due to a rokition of the star, because in that case there 
would be a marked diminution of intensity towards the edges of the 
bands, whereas they have a nearly uniform backgrouncl intensity 
from edge to edge, but with three brighter regions unsymmetrically 
superposed. 

If the star in the Inter sfages possesses no condensed opaque 
nuciaus, but consista of a truly gaseous mass, mainly of hydrogen, 
and expanding uniforml~ in all directions with a velocity of r 580 
km./sec., then the gas on the side towards Earth would not obstruct 
the radiation from the opposite side, becau~ owing to the change 
of wavelength it would be transparent to the radiation from the 
receding gas. The result would be wide emission- bands. dt& edges 
defined by the velocity of the expansion. A s  the width of. the 
bands is shown to be no indication of pressure, an axceedingly' loy  
pressure and low density may ba assumed 

It is probably oF significance that the lower limit of velocity 
g i m  by the absorption lines ia so near tir the upper Emit given by 
the ' e d o n  k d s  ; for it may be snpposed that the absorbing 
hydrogen in the early stages also possessed this initial velocity cd 
expimaion, which was subsequently increased by lig -,?& 

w h t e ~ e r  the force may be which driva solar promis-ard 
into spas 
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Contrasting with these violent movements of hydrogen in the 
nova, the very tenuous calcium vapoulr giving the fine absorp-tion 
lines H and K appears to be in a shte of serene immobility, not 
with reference to-Earth or Sun, but stationary in space with respect 
t o  the sidered system. 

Nste added 1919 April 28. 

Mr.-Phskett &as pointed out to me that "the great range in 
the_radiaEompo~ents of these outward rushing gases coming from 
one hemisphere- of the star -should make the lines very broad and 
indistinguishable, instead of, as they frequently are, sharp and 
narrom. " 

My reply to this is that the absorption lines may be supposed 
to be due to gases which have become separated from the main 
body, like solar eruptions, but on a vastly greater scale. I t  is easy 
to show-that an outer shell of absorbing gas, separatd-.from the 
star by a distance equal to the star's radius, would give absorption 
lines of such width that the minimum velocity indicated by the 
less refrapgible edges wod.& be- 87, per .cent. of the maximum, re- 
pxaeni3 b$ the %or% refpttngible edges. Gases--ao-ggm$ & 
angles greater than 30" to the line-of sighl; wbulii not occult any 
part of thesir- ;ir;ml 1:3il!(1 r~ !! E - b - e - - s e c n r - h ~ a ~ t i ~ n ~  %r v~Iwiiiea 
b;f 1do02nd -24W kGijse2 t b  width6 a.t-~~'.wu&d r>e- 3-&.-ki3 
4'6 A. respectively, which is comparable with the  aetualwidths of 
the hydrogen lines on June 13, although the metaEc lines were 
narrower. The more refrangible line Hy was, in fact, nearIy twice 
the width indicated. 

According to Mr. Plaskett's description of the spectral chmgq 
it appears that both the hydrogen and the metallic lines were 
broader and more diffise on Jtme ro'than on later dates, which 
would indicate a smaller separation of the absorbing gasea from 
the main body during the early stages. 

Professor Newall considers the more refrangible.- series of 
hydrogen lines on June 13 to be blends, for each of the lines 
6, y, /3 on June 15 became two distinctly separated lines. This 
shows that two ilrdependent -masses of hydrogen, moving w'th 
dBerent velocities, were concerned in the widening on J-ma. y 

It seems probable that only the gases of the star's original 
chromosphere lying outside the -iqtewelg, hrninous-. phetosphere 
would be driven out in the way indicated if the repulsive force 
is lisht pressure. 
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June 13,6h 37m Q.M.T. . - Remarks. 
A. 1. 

4068 ? H8 2nd absorption line. 

4 0 7 ~ 6  8 H6 1st absorption line, 

4079) ... H8 emission band with maxima at 
41 18 about 4095 an2 4105. 

4141 5 pTi4163.8 

41 59 Faint eGssion. band visible also oti 
4174) .-• the 12th but n ~ t  measured. Maxi- 

mum intensity 4174 
4191 - .  .. . 2.: . *.- -" . -&,$ 

. -. ... Probably present, but 'very f a h t  011 
13th. - ? pSr 42153. 

-3hnlsuion band visible also on 12th. 

P T ~  4290'3- 
pFe 4302'3,4303'3. -*.- 
Apparent emhion line on-edge of 

absorption line. 

pTi 4300.2. 

Ill defined. pFe 4301.3,4303'3. 

pTi 4308.1. 

pTi4313.o and 4315.1. 

H y  2nd absorption line. The line 
st 4303 on the 12th is merged id 
Hy absorption OH the 13th. 

H y  1st absorption line and.aTi 
4338-0. 

V limit of emission band. 

Hy ell~ission band with many ab- 
sorption lines superposed on i t  
Masimum intensity at 4332 to 
4341. pFe-and ? pl'~ lines. 

R h i t t t o f  q i @ o n  band. 
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June 1 2 ,  6h ; ~ m  G.M.T. 
# - 

A. I. 

4460 4 

4467 2 

4480 2 

4487 0 

4489- 0 

4503 0 

4513 2 

45* 0 

4522 3 - 
4532 Q -- 
4538 0 

4542 I 

4550 3 
Absent . . . 

Absent . . . 

4607 I 

Absent . . . 
? ... 
f . . . 

June 13,@ 37m G.H.T. - Ecru arks. 
A. 1. 

44/32 

4446 
~bselit .  

Absent. 

4458 
4464 

4478 

4485 
4490 

4498 

4508 
? 

45.3 
F 
- 
? 

? 

4548 

4553 

4557 
Absent. 

z Broad line. ? pTi 4417'8. 

3 Well defined. - pTi-4443.9. 

z I11 defined. 

4 pTi 4468'6. 

2 pbfg 4481 -3. 
r Ill defined. pTi 4488'4. 

} pBe 4108.q and pTi 4501 -4 
1 

~ r o u p  of lines pPe 4520.4, ;zi-7. 
Apparent emission band between 

I 
4500 and 4510. 

Wide lines very faintly indicated gn 
June 12. 

Wide and diffuse. 

Emission band bsrelype-en on June IZ 
There is evidence of emission be- 
tween all the absorption lines fram 
4500 to 4650. 

Traces of this hint  group also v$ible 
on June 13. 



l ABLE I.-.o~~rin wed. 

10 4822 I 5 HB 2nd absorption line, width g A. 
on 13th. 

2 4 3 6  I HB 1st  absorption line. 

4837 HB emission band, extends faintly 
. .- . . . 

4566 from 4825 to 4898 in both spectra, 
maxima at about aS61. 

Emission band, the densest part is 
' from 4918 .to 4930. 

4997 

.*. 
5014 

'- 
-. . band with three regions of 

5028 greater htensity. 

Emission bsnd with three regions of ... I greater intensity. 

51% 

Jane ro, gk 39.. G.Y.T. June ao. gb 9 G. W.T. .---, I . Eamarks. 
A. I. A. L 

Plate much under-exposed here. 
h. Very narrow line. 
Hc absorption. 
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June 19, =,h 39m G.M.T. Jl:ne 7.0, 9 SO= O.X.T. 
V- c &marks. 

A. I. A. I. 

3968 ? H. Very narrow l i e  superposed on 
He emission, 

3979} ... 
3988 

3w9}  ... 
3988 Brightest part of He emission on zoth. 

4025) ... 
Faint emission band, strongest at 

... 4030 4052 to 4053 on rgth, and 405 j 
to 4037 On 20th. 

40.57 

g 4058 Broad absorption band slightly 
4069 

marked maxima at 4057 and 4064 
on ~gth, 4060 and 4067 on 20th. 

I 0  4076 9 ) H6 absorption, doable on 20th 
4078'3 6 

. -. 4079 1 H6 emission band with maxima at 
41zzJ "' 4048, 4105, and 41 18. 

I I 

Faint emission band wi th .  undis- 

0 
placed Ca absorption line super- 
posed. pFe 4233. 

4254 

o P Broad and illdefined line 

43 '4'3 ) HT absorption double on 20th. 
8 -- 4315'7 4 

. Hy emission with maxims a t  4337, 
4316) ." 

"' 4363 4342, and 4356- 
o 4375 I Broad and ill-dehed line, or snaco 

4377 between emission bands, 

4378) .. 4378} -.. Faint emission band, maxima a t  

4124 4424 44x6. 

} ... 
Very hint emission band. 

4474 4474 

4504) ... 4sm} ... Faint emission band, limits v a q  ilI 

4545 4552 
defined, pFe, saveral lines. 

4555 I Absent. 

4587 I 4589 

459" 2 4597 2 Very broad and ill-defined linw. ' t 
440 1 3 4b4 3 f 

4606} ... 4"") ... 
Emission band with maxima st 46&- 

Intensity gradually reduced to- 
4719 4705 wards red 



4810 ) 
4 S 2 3  f' 4517 Faint absorption band. 

4s3 1 2 HB absorption, more refrangible com- 
ponent of double. 

4533 \ 4834 1 Hfl emission, maxima a t  4857, 4864, 
‘$58, I' .+8661 "' and 4882. 

4S95.r I ? Probably present, but very faint on 
20th. pFe 4924. 

4895') ... 4897 1 .., Emission band very definitely 
4950 1 4947 1 bounded. pFe 4924. 

4989.2 I ? Probably present on zoth, but plate 
under-exposed. pFe 5018. 

4990 \ 
4992) ...  mii is ion band definitely bounded. 

50401 "' 5046 pFe 5018. 

5x47} ... ... Emission band, both plates mnch 
5200 5197 under-exposed here. pFe 5 I 69. 
!6563) (6563! Ha emission band well defined and 

similar to H/3 in structure. 

TABLE IIL 

July 6, 7h n~ Q.M.T. J ~ Y  11, 4h ozw G.M.T. -.. A Bemarks 
A. I. A. - L 

Q emission. trace of absorption line 
a t  3898. 

& emission, maxima at  3974 on 6th, 
3973 and 3986 on I ~th. 

0 He. 

Strong absorption band on 6th, emis- 
3 sion band.on 11th. 

ProbsbIy present on 11th. 



J t ~ l g  6 ,  7" x ~ f l  C.BIT. 31114. r r ,  .+horn Q.M.T. 
,--c Remarks. 

A. I .  A .  I. 

4079 ... 4078 ... H6 absorption line feebly indicntd. 

4 0 ~ ~ 1  1 0  H6 emission, maxima at 4105 ou 6th, 
4123J 4075' '5 qr16anda6oon1ifh. 4125 ) 

4127) I Absent. 
4142 f 

43'71 15 By emission, maxima at 4344 on 6th, 

4363 1 4315) ' 4343 and 4360 on r ~tb 4366 

4378 8 Neb. and Be, 
4373) 4389 4 353 

4496 

4508 

4548 

455' 

Probably due tu the chromosphere 

4690 47'34 
line 4686 

4 3 4 \  ,, BB emission, nlsxims at 4863 on 6th, 

4887 / 4887 
too dense ou I ~ t h  to see details. 

4899) 49301 \ 1946i , Neb and He. 

4964 4966 

4976 t Nab. and Ha., maximum at 49;r9 on 

5033 
r I th, uniform on 6th- 

5030 
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TABLA. IV. 

Eyo!zogen Enzissio~~ Bands. 

Violet Red 
edge. edge. 

June 18 4833-4 4686.7 

rg 4833-2 4886.7 
30 183 3 '7 4886.6 

23 4833'7 4886.5 
July 6 4834'0 4886.8 

Means 4833-6 4886.7 

Centre. 

BCean width, and displace- 
ment of centre. 

Violet Bed 
edge. edge. Centre. 

June18 4317 4362 4339'5 

19 4316 4363 4339'5 
20 4316 4363 4339'5 
23 43'7 4360 4335'5 

July 6 4317 4363 4340'0 

Mmns 4316-6 4362'2 4339'4 

Yean width, and displace- } 456  A. I .2 A. = - 83 km. / a s  
ment of centre. 

Ha. 
Violet ged 
edgd. edge. Centre. 

June IS 4079 4122 4100.5 

19 4079 4123 4101 -0 

20 4079 4122 410'3'5 

33 4079 4122 410'3.5 

July 6 4080 4123 4101 -5 

Means 4079.2 4r 22-4 4100.8 

Man width. and displace-} 43.2 A. 1.1 A. = - 81 b / m ~ .  
ment of centre. 
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